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Context of the Publication
This publication has been developed within the MobiliseYourCity (MYC) Partnership in
collaboration with the projects EUROCLIMA+, funded by the European Union and
“Advancing climate strategies in rapidly motorising countries (TRANSfer)”, funded by the
German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.
The EUROCLIMA+ programme promotes environmentally sustainable and climate-resilient
development in 18 Latin American countries through regional policy dialogue and climate
action in six sectors. In urban mobility, EUROCLIMA+ supports the development of National
Urban Mobility Policies and Programmes (NUMP), Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP)
and pilot projects through 19 projects in 14 partner countries and cities. A specific focus of
EUROCLIMA+ is support the implementation of NDCs which Latin American countries have
committed themselves to in the context of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
MobiliseYourCity is a partnership for integrated urban development planning in emerging and
developing countries under the UN Marrakesh Partnership for Global Climate Action.
MobiliseYourCity supports and engages local and national partner governments in improving
urban mobility planning & finance by providing a methodological framework and technical
assistance, through capacity building, and by enabling access to funding at both local and
national levels. Particular attention has been paid to the methodological and advisory
frameworks related to National Urban Mobility Policies and/or Programs (NUMPs) and
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs) that serve as the basis for the promotion of
investments and development of attractive mobility services.
MobiliseYourCity is a multi-donor action, jointly co-financed by the European Commission’s
Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development (DG DEVCO), the
French Ministry of Ecological Transition and Solidarity (MTES), the French Facility for Global
Environment (FFEM), and the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU). The initiative is implemented by its founding
partners ADEME, AFD, CEREMA, CODATU, and GIZ. Besides contribution to the
international climate process, MobiliseYourCity contributes to the UN’s Agenda 2030,
specifically Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11: Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable. The objectives of which are to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Enable transformational changes towards more inclusive, liveable, and efficient cities.
Foster more comprehensive, integrated and participatory urban mobility planning (local
& national levels).
Target reduction of transport related GHG emissions in participating cities (>50% until
2050).
Link planning with agreement on investments and optional use of financial assistance.
Make use of innovative planning techniques and digitalization and promote state-ofthe-art mobility and transport technologies.
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PURPOSE AND HOW TO USE THIS
DOCUMENT
Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning (SUMP) is a process based on the definition of common
objectives and use of collaborative planning tools to deal with design, implementation,
financing, and monitoring of mobility-related measures and projects. This mobility planning
approach is being implemented with success in a variety of contexts, at diverse scales, in a
wide range of cities and regions in Europe and around the world.
At the end of such a comprehensive transport planning process, a plan shall be delivered,
which will constitute the SUMP of a city or metropolitan region. The final SUMP document
shall summarize the main results of the entire SUMP process, which are the main mobility
strategies and the implementation plan for short, medium- and long-term mobility policies
and measures. This content is usually approved by urban policy makers.
This document is part of the MYC SUMP Toolkit and is an amendment to the MYC
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) Model Terms of Reference (2020). Both documents
are aimed at technical planners and consultants in cities where integrated transport concepts
called SUMP (Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans) are being developed.
The document provides information on how a SUMP (or other related strategic mobility
planning document) is best structured and what information it should contain in order to
achieve compliance with international SUMP standards. Structure and methodology follow
the MYC SUMP development approach.
There are two main chapters in this document: I) the annotated table of contents, and II) a
standard template of table of contents.
•

•

The annotated outline should help planners to orient themselves. It presents the
principle structure as well as explanations towards the core contents, the results of
the planning process, and additional information in the appendices. The annotations
are technical instructions and are represented by grey text.
The standard table consists only of the basic elements and is intended to be used for
the writing and development process of the planning document.

Elements such as maps, tables, figures, descriptions etc marked as “basic” exemplify
minimal requirements for producing a high-quality SUMP. For a better understanding of the
individual chapters, additional examples of existing good planning documents have been
included and are marked as “inspirational examples”.
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14
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15
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ANNOTATED TABLE OF CONTENT

I.

Cover page
Title, may be branded

Imprint
(Logo) Originator: city, department

Foreword
Introductory statement from a senior city/regional/national decision maker

1 Executive summary
Suggested length: 10-15 pages.
Provide a public (easy to read) and a restricted (with financial and institutional data) version
of the summary
The executive summary should include the following sub-sections. Add information as
needed.

1.1 Background of the SUMP
1.2 Objective and scope
1.3 Methodology
1.4 Document structure
Describe how the document is organised
Include summaries about each chapter

1.5 Key results
1.6 Conclusions and recommendations

2 Process and management structure
This chapter should present three main aspects: context of developing the SUMP, process
overview, and stakeholder involvement.
▪
▪
▪
▪

It puts the SUMP into the local context,
It summarizes the SUMP development process,
It shows the management and steering structure in the local administration, and
It identifies which larger stakeholders were involved and at what degree.

2.1 Context of developing the SUMP
This part should start with a presentation of:
▪

Background and general purpose of the SUMP
11

▪

Short summary of legal, regulatory framework and related planning documents
(including national urban mobility policies and programmes as well as relation to other
local, sub-national and national plans, local frameworks in the city and the metropolitan
area).

2.2 Process overview
This subchapter should describe:
▪
▪
▪

Time horizon of the SUMP (and its justification)
Territorial scope, in other words the SUMP study area (and its justification)
Team and development process

a) The SUMP time horizon:
Definition and justification of the time horizon of the SUMP should appear here.
SUMP implementation horizons in order to encourage long-term planning are the
following:
• Short-term: 2-3 years
• Medium-term: 5 years
• Long-term: 10-15 years.
These horizons may be adjusted to match local conditions, where an urban
development plan exists or is undergoing development.
b) The SUMP study area:
Definition and justification of the area considered for the SUMP should appear here.
Ideally, the study area is the ‘functional urban area’ which is defined by the major
commuter flows to the urban centre. It is normally the area including the city and its
suburbs or respectively the metropolitan area to be coherent with the mobility demand.
For practical reasons, the geographic scope may need to be adjusted to match
administrative boundaries but should at least include the city centre.
c) Team and development process:
Provide information on which organisation / department / key personnel were
responsible for the management of the process.
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Inspirational example 1. Example of SUMP timeframe and map representation of existing and new
infrastructure. Note: Source: Malmö SUMP (2013)

13

Basic element 1. Map of the functional area. Note: Source, Integrated Mobility Plan for Greater
Ahmedabad Region 2031

2.3 Stakeholder involvement
This subchapter lists the key stakeholders that have taken part in the SUMP development
process, as well as describes their level of involvement during the process (stakeholder
mapping).
Key stakeholders might include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Leading municipal or inter-municipal/metropolitan department in charge of urban
mobility/transport (as main counterpart)
Other municipal departments with a stake in urban mobility planning, such as
Departments of Finance, Environment, Public Works, Land-use Planning, Health,
Education, etc.
Public Transport Operator/s and/or Public Transport Authority
Informal transport representatives
Police

Further relevant partners can be:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Academia / research institutes and think tanks
Consulting companies / selected private sector stakeholders and associations
Civil society and non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
Chambers of Commerce
Retailers / retail associations
Small business representatives
Unions (transport workers, others) / association for disabled people
Representatives from the metropolitan region / neighbouring cities or regions
Financial institutions / potential donors / foundations
Lobby groups or associations linked to specific transport modes / specific themes (road
safety, ITS; smart cities, etc.)
Schools
Media
14

The reason, nature and content of stakeholder involvement should be summarized.
Participation structure could be presented in a table or a figure such as the following one:
Inspirational example 2. Stakeholders visualized in an “onion” assigning actors to one of three
sectors (public sector; civil society; private sector) (Template from Tool: Stakeholder Map)

http://transferproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/NYP_GIZ_TRANSfer_Tool-1-4-1_
Stakeholder-Map.pdf

Basic element 2. Stakeholders and their involvement in the SUMP process (Template). List the
identified stakeholders and identify their level of involvement.
Involvement
in SUMP
process
Strong
involvement
Medium

Type of stakeholders
Political
support

Transport network
competence

City mayor

Public transport
company

Technical
expertise

Public support

University

involvement
Low
involvement

Police

15

Inspirational example 3. Presentation of stakeholder involvement. Note: Source, Capital Surface
Transport Master Plan Abu Dhabi

Inspirational example 4. Presentation of stakeholder organigram. Note: Source, SUMP Peru, Trujillo.
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3 Status Quo Analysis
This chapter presents the status of urban mobility in the city.
This analysis includes the
•

Description of the institutional, regulatory and financial framework

Mapping of the different plans existing on the different levels and their scope related to
transport development such as urban development plans, public transport plans and
other sectorial plans.
•

Presentation of the main transport problems, opportunities, strengths and weaknesses
based on a sound analysis of data from all transport modes in the following areas:
▪ Mobility and transport
▪ Accessibility
▪ Road safety
▪ Urban freight
▪ Social aspects of mobility
▪ Environment
▪ New solutions for mobility and transport

The following subchapters will detail the suggested content for each of the sections.

3.1 Institutional and regulatory framework
This subchapter shows the analyses of current policies, legislation and legal framework of
the different levels of the institutional framework. These are the local, national and horizontal
planning practices and laws governing the city and impacting the development of a SUMP.
a) Institutional and regulatory aspects:
Description of the policy and regulatory framework. This includes at least an inventory of
relevant policies, legislation, regulation, rules, schemes, licenses, concessions (including
those under preparation), relevant to public transport and road traffic in the area, including
national urban mobility; assessment of the roles of public and private entities in the public
transport system (institutional arrangements), relations between transport authorities and
operators as well as between different levels of government authorities.
b) National policies and regulatory framework:
Description of the national laws and policies which need to be taken into consideration for the
institutional and regulatory framework to be included in the SUMP. Examples of national
policies include National Urban Mobility Policies and Programmes (NUMPs) as well as
National Determined Contributions (NDC).

17

Local policies and regulatory framework:
Description of other transport related urban policies such as urban development, climate
mitigation and air quality. Local legislation may also have an impact on the SUMP.

Basic element 3. Presentation of institutional and regulatory aspects. Note: Source, Lagos (Nigeria)
Non-Motorised Transport Policy

Inspirational example 5. Presentation of the institutional and territorial areas impacted by the
strategies. Note: Source, Plan de Movilidad Urbana Sostenible del Distrito de San Isidro, Lima
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Inspirational example 6. Presentation of national/local policies and regulatory framework. Note:

Source, SUMP Brasov

c) Institutional capacities:
Description of
•

•
•

capacities in the institutions to be taken into consideration for the SUMP development
process, such as existing organisational structures, resource allocation and individual
capacities of staff.
existing capacity development programmes.
main capacity development needs for the capacity development programme for the
SUMP development process.

3.2 Financial framework
Description of the financial capability of local authorities as well as transport authorities and
operators engaging in sustainable urban mobility activities. Description of national and subnational funding schemes for urban mobility. Identification of other funding sources. This is a
short presentation of the past (approx. past 5 years) and projected/planned (next 2-5 years)
management and operating budgets.

19

Basic element 4. Presentation of projects in the past five years (table above) and of the planned
projects (table below) (Templates).

Project /
Activity
Extension of the
bicycle network

Presentation of projects in the past five years
Implementation Responsibility
Funding source
period
Municipal budget
2014-2017
City of …
and national
funding

Cost

100.000$

…

Project /
Activity

Presentation of planned projects (2-5 years)
Implementation Responsibility
Funding source
period

Cost

3.3 Planning framework
Mapping of existing plans related to transport at different levels (national, regional, local,
district) and scope (e.g. road, rail, public transport) developed by sectors (e.g. urban
development, environment, parking management plans etc.).

3.4 Demographical data and urban development
Presentation of key data on urban development and the population (such as household size,
car ownership, type of housing, employment, etc.), jobs, major traffic generators (hospitals,
universities, etc.), and projects (equipment, facilities, infrastructure for health, education,
etc.).
The data is presented for the reference year and should include a forecast for the identified
planning horizons: short-term: 2-3 years, medium-term: 5 years, long-term: 10-15 years.

20

Inspirational example 7. Strategic plan of Antioquía, current model of territorial occupancy. Note:
Source, Plan maestro de movilidad para la Region Metropolitana del Valle de Aburrá

3.5 Mobility and transport
Description of the local and regional transport network (road, public transport lines, parking
facilities, cycling network etc.).

Basic element 5. Map of transport infrastructure

If an overall map of transport infrastructure is not available, maps with different transport
aspects can be included (e.g. one map for rail, one map for streets etc.)

21

Inspirational example 8. Map of the Rail lines in the Brasgov Metropolitan area. Note: Source,
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan Brasov Growth Pole

3.5.1 Transport infrastructure and transport services supply
a) Inventory of transport infrastructure and transport services supply:
Description of inventory and analysis of existing infrastructures and level of services
(incl. maps and benchmarking with relevant cities), but also a diagnosis of other
existing plans and strategies, trends and challenges for the various dimensions of
transport supply in the study area, including:
▪

Road network:
Existing and planned road network in relation with all mobility needs (pedestrians,
non-motorised transport, public transport, and other vehicles) with focus on the
roads carrying public transport; summary of related plans and projects.

▪

Road congestion and traffic management:
Level of road congestion at peak periods and appraisal of traffic planning at city
level and traffic management at a lower scale.

▪

Public transport system:
All types of public transport (bus, rail, water, formal/informal transport), including
routes extension and localisation, depots, garages, rolling stock quantity and
quality) taking into account current plans and projects, volume of public transport
supply and duration of travel at peak period.
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▪

▪

Financial aspects:
Fares, subsidies, fuel policy, taxes, other income generated from transport
(including land value capture).
Parking:
Inventory of parking in the city centre and analysis of parking management and
pricing schemes.

b) Indicator on existing sustainable infrastructure:
This part includes data on the following core sustainable urban mobility infrastructure
indicators:
▪ Existing km of sidewalks
▪ Existing km of cycle lanes
▪ Existing km of bus lanes or other mass transit
▪ Existing number of car parking lots (parcels for individual cars) in the city
centre covered by parking management (e.g. parking fees)
c) Mobility services:
Inventory and assessment of already established (or in procurement) or new mobility
services in the city (e.g. bike or car sharing, ride-hailing, app-based mobility
navigation, app-based parking management etc.)

3.5.2 Mobility demand and traffic
a) Mobility demand and traffic:
Review of transport demand per mode on the main corridors and for the main origindestinations based on all existing data on mobility, including existing traffic volumes
per mode, at peak hours and for the full day and per sub areas and for each main
axis.
b) Modal split:
Presentation of the modal split (in trips and per km) breakdown through a relevant set
of transport modes and provision as an indicator of the share of individual motorised
modes, public transport and non-motorised modes. The indicator is used to measure
aggregated impact monitoring within the MobiliseYourCity Partnership.
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Inspirational example 9. Example figure comparing population growth and number of trips by car,
bicycle, bus and train over time. Note: Source, SUMP of the City of Malmö, Sweden, 2016

Inspirational example 10. Example map of public transport accessibility, travel time to closest
(sub-)urban centre. Note: Source: Mobility strategy of the City of Bielefeld, Germany, 2018
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Inspirational example 11. Example of map that visualises a liveability analysis of road space in the
entire city (Figure source: SUMP of the City of Bremen, Germany, 2014)

Basic element 6. Presentation of Modal split. Note: Source, Plan de Movilidad Segura de Medellin 20142020
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Inspirational example 12. Visualization and comparison of modal split over time or comparison
with other cities. Note: Source, Modal Split Belo Horizonte (Brasilien), Apresentação sobre o histórico do
PlanMob BH

3.5.3 Active Mobility
Walking and Cycling:
Including an inventory of main routes/passages for pedestrians/NMT (location, quality of
infrastructure) in relation with pedestrian/NMT flows
Results of walkability study and non-motorised transport surveys:
Including analysis of historic and current use as well as potential/ easiness of walking and
cycling
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Inspirational example 13. Example map of main cycling infrastructure, differentiated by type of
cycle lane. Note: Source, Mobility strategy of the City of Bielefeld, Germany018
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Inspirational example 14. Presentation of quantity of pedestrian and cycling infrastructure by
different district municipalities. Note: Source, Plan maestro metropolitano de la bicicleta del
Valle de Aburra.

3.6 Accessibility
Description of accessibility, which refers to its impact in social and environmental aspects, as
well as economic development.
Access to public transport:
Prevailing access situation of the city´s population to public transport.

3.7 Road safety
Traffic safety:
Diagnosis of traffic safety (causes, severity and localisation). This includes at least inventory
of black spots, and development of the number of traffic fatalities (road, rail, etc.) over the
past 10 years (i.e. as defined by the WHO, a death counts as related to a traffic accident if it
occurs within 30 days after the accident) in the urban area per 100.000 inhabitants.
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Inspirational example 15. Example of visualising a traffic safety analysis with a table (deaths and
injuries over time) and a map that marks problem areas in the road network.
Note: Source: SUMP of the City of Bremen, Germany, 2014)
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Basic element 7. Spatial analysis of road safety regarding accidents and fatalities

Detailed analysis on street level only if data is available.

Inspirational example 16. Accurate analysis and presentation of black spots / fatalities with
focus on spatial distribution. Note: Source, Windhoek SUMP.
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Basic element 8. Fatalities over time. Note: Source, Note: Source, Plan de Movilidad Segura de
Medellin 2014-2020

Basic element 9. Fatalities over time.

Detailed analysis on street level only if data is available.

Inspirational example 17. Traffic fatality causes and victim and impacting road users. Note: Source,
Low Carbon Comprehensive Mobility Plan Vishakhapatnam (India).
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3.8 Urban freight
This chapter includes an analysis of freight transport supply and demand within the city, and
a diagnosis of the main trends, constraints and challenges. It should differentiate analysis by
following sub-sections:
▪ Ports / airports (where applicable)
▪ Truck regulation & routing
▪ Delivery patterns (including abusive occupation of urban roads)
▪ Markets
▪ Multimodal logistics & distribution centres

Inspirational example 18. Example map of average truck traffic (trucks over 3.5t, t/24h,
average on weekdays) Note: Source: SUMP of the City of Leipzig, Germany, 2015
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Inspirational example 19. Presentation of freight supply and demand. Note: Source, SUMP Brasov

3.9 Social aspects of mobility
Description of the mobility situation for different subgroups of the society which are often
underrepresented and / or have specific mobility needs and therefore need special attention,
such as women, young and elderly people, indigenous or other groups.

3.9.1 Gender and mobility
Status of urban mobility from gender perspectives including travel patterns of women,
caregivers, and non-gendered people, and how they differ from the travel needs of men;
gender-related inequalities in terms of access to public transport, services, opportunities
offered in the urban area (health care, education, jobs, etc.), current gender-related
harassment faced by women while travelling in the urban area as well as jobs opportunities
for women in the urban mobility sector.
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Inspirational example 20. Mobility patterns of differing genders.

Example of a modal split differentiated between two genders (Figure source: SUMP of the City of Malmö, Sweden, 2016)

Approaches for Gender Responsive Urban Mobility, Sustainable Urban Transport: A Sourcebook for Policy-makers in
developing countries, 13

3.9.2 Other groups with specific mobility needs
Add description for those groups identified before

3.9.3 Transport poverty
Add description on mobility poverty, transport affordability, accessibility poverty and exposure
to transport externalities and / or other aspects e.g. on well-being, housing and social
exclusion.
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Describe if specific groups are especially exposed to transport poverty: 1) low-income
households, 2) households without a motorised vehicle, 3) persons too young or old to drive
a car, 4) persons with physical or cognitive limitations, 5) minority households, 6) immigrants,
7) LGBQT+ etc.
Transport poverty could be generated by two mechanisms: 1) personal features such as
needs, resources, attitudes, well-being and physical or mental capabilities, and 2) housing
location and choices that are linked with e.g. housing costs, transport costs and distance to
workplace and services. Transport poverty has a strong linkage with transport services and
services near the homes. In larger cities, transport poverty is linked to the availability and
service level of public transport whereas in rural areas car dependency is the major concern.

Inspirational example 21. Links of poverty and mobility. Coverage of the public transport and
BRT system in comparison to low-income population. Note: Source, OVE, using data from Metrocali
(2015, 2016)
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Inspirational example 22. An example of how public transport fares can be presented as a
percentage of minimum daily wage. Note: Source, Enhancing the sustainability and inclusiveness of the
Metro Manila’s urban transportation systems: Proposed fare and policy, reforms Mijares et al. (2014)

Inspirational example 23. Presentation of the determinants of Mode of Transport Choice.
Note: Source, SUMP Ruiru
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3.9.4 City Liveability
Analysis of the transport- and urban mobility-related liveability criteria for the city, such as
safety and security, frequency and affordability of public transport, quality and fair distribution
of public space.

3.10 Environment
3.10.1 Air pollution and GHG emissions data and analysis
Local air pollution:
Data should include the mean urban air pollution of particulate matter (in mg PM2.5 and
optionally PM 10, data collection over a time period of minimum 3 months) and other harmful
emissions at road-based monitoring stations, including inventory of existing road-based
monitoring stations, if any.
Emissions of PM 2.5 (and optionally PM 10) due to land transport in the city (incl. passenger
and freight transport)
GHG emissions:
Analysis of GHG emissions by urban transport sources. Also expected impact of current
systems and on-going city projects on traffic and GHG emissions

Inspirational example 24. Example of summarising current transport issues for carbon reduction
Note: Source, West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan, United Kingdom, 2011
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Inspirational example 25. Presentation of transport emission data. Note: Source, Plan maestro
metropolitano de la bicicleta del Valle de Aburra

Inspirational example 26. Example of air pollution diagrams by monitoring station (PM10, ug/m3)
Note: Source, SUMP of the City of Turin, Italy, 2010

3.10.2 Noise
Add description

3.11 New solutions for mobility and transport
Assessment of usage and underpinning policies and regulations of major digital-based
transport technologies, such as:
▪ Planning and data management (app-based mass data capture, effective data
management systems, transport modelling & forecasting etc.); big data management
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▪

▪

Capacity to collect, process, analyse and update data on the urban geography /
context and the mobility within the city, whether by the Public Transport Authorities or
by other stakeholders.
Mobility management (e.g. app-based parking management, traffic control, appbased mobility navigation services, PT information systems, Mobility as a Service
schemes based on digital solutions, etc.).

3.12 Baseline
Provide a summary of all the themes analysed including, urban structure and development,
mobility and transport, road safety, urban freight, social aspects of mobility, environment,
new solutions for mobility and transport; as well as an analysis of the institutional capacities,
regulatory framework, investments priorities, planned projects and planning procedures.
Present:
▪ Key data for selected strategic indicators (see following chapters)
▪ Key reference documents (policy and legal framework)
▪ Ongoing and planned projects (urban development and transport projects)
Provide a summary of the most important challenges and opportunities. It can be described
in the structure of a SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) or in a
more descriptive way.
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Basic element 10. Analysis of the status (baseline analysis) of the transport system (Template)
Functions/
Transport
mode

Modal
share

Walking

12%

Cycling

7%

Public
transport
(bus,
tram,
metro,
train etc.)

….

Vehicle
sharing
(car,
bicycle, escooter
etc.)

….

Quality
of infrastructur
e

Safety and
liveability

Environmen
t and health

Poor

Many
accidents
on road
crossings
near
schools

Less and
less pupils
walking to
school

Good

Some bus
stops need
repair

New bus
fleet has
been
installed,
decreased
impact on air
quality

Equitable
accessibility

Status of
measure
implementation

Main
recommend
ations

Some areas
lack walkable
access to
parks and
sports facilities

Low activity.
New “walk to
school”
campaign

Traffic safety
measures
are needed

Reduced fare
for
unemployed,
but infrequent
buses to poor
outskirts

High activity,
public transport
strategy planned

Private
motorised
transport
(car,
motorcycl
e etc.)
Multimoda
lity (train
station,
interchan
ges)

n/a

Freight

n/a

ANALYSIS

Traffic
safety
needs to
be
prioritised
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Basic element 11. MYC SUMP Core Indicators
Please provide the current baseline for each indicator.
MYC SUMP Core Indicators
Access to public transport (in %)
Proportion of the population living within 500 meters or less of a
public transport stop with a minimum 20 minutes service at peak hour,
or have access to a shared mobility system with comparable service
for money
Air pollution
Mean urban air pollution of particulate matter (in mg PM2.5) at roadbased monitoring stations
Road safety
Fatalities by all transport accidents in the urban area on a yearly
basis. As defined by the WHO, a death counts as related to a traffic
accident if it occurs within 30 days after the accident)
Modal split
Share of public and non-motorised transport of total urban transport
(in pkm -not trip)
GHG emissions from transport [tonnes CO2 (eq.)/cap. per year)
Well-to-wheel GHG emissions by all urban area passenger and
freight transport modes

Baseline

Additional Indicators

Base line

Commercial speed
Average speed of a mode of transport between the two terminals,
including all operational stops
Mobilised public and private funding

%

mg PM2.5

Pers. (in
thousands)
%

MtCO2e
per year

km/h

Others (city specific)
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Inspirational example 27. Summary of the most important challenges and opportunities.
Note: Source, SUMP Pristina
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4 Vision and objectives
This chapter entails:
▪ A vision for urban mobility and a strategic framework for the direction of the SUMP;
▪ Formalised objectives of the SUMP;
▪ Measurable targets and indicators;
▪ Short- and long-term scenarios, including the selected scenario;
▪ List(s) of measures and/or measure packages

4.1 Vision
Explain the general vision of urban mobility in the city. The vision often includes reduced
levels of automobility, improvement of the modal split of sustainable modes and vehicles,
increased accessibility and quality of life (with eventually geographic rebalance in favour of
lagging / poorly served areas), increased road safety and reduction of emission (local
pollutants and GHG), integrated urban land use and mobility planning.
The vision might also include institutional and organisational rearrangements, in particular
improved regulation of public transport operators / paratransit operators, enhanced capacity
of the public transport authority, institutional development, capacity development, etc.
At the same time, the vision should be city-specific and fully depend of the context and the
aims as expressed by the political / elected authorities of the SUMP areas and the
stakeholders involved in the participatory process of the SUMP

Inspirational example 28. Representation and Vision of preferable transportation modes. Note:
Source, Plan de Movilidad Urbana Sostenible del Distrito
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4.2 Objectives, targets and indicators
The formalised and prioritized urban mobility goals should be described here. These
objectives need to be aligned with the vision for urban mobility on local and national level.
Specify what the SUMP should achieve, taking into account all aspects of the common
vision.
Formulate clear objectives and strategic priorities that specify the directions for improvement.
Specify your objectives and identify which main aspects need to be monitored.

Inspirational example 29. Presentation of SUMP goals and objectives. Note: Source, Capital Surface
Urban Transport Master Plan Abu Dhabi

Indicators and targets:
Present a set of strategic indicators that allow for the monitoring of progress made towards
the achievement of each of the objectives defined, that are easily measurable and
understandable by taking into account existing data sources and standard indicators.
The SUMP should consider at least the 5 MYC core indicators (see graph below).
Present a set of measurable targets for each of the agreed-upon strategic indicators covering
all your objectives.
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Basic element 12. SUMP strategic indicators and targets (Template)
Indicators

Baseline

Access to public transport
Proportion of the population living within 500 meters or
less of a public transport stop with a minimum 20 minutes
service at peak hour, or have access to a shared mobility
system with comparable service for money
Air pollution
Mean urban air pollution of particulate matter (in mg
PM2.5) at road-based monitoring stations
Road safety
Fatalities by all transport accidents in the urban area on a
yearly basis.As defined by the WHO, a death counts as
related to a traffic accident if it occurs within 30 days after
the accident)
Modal split
Share of public and non-motorised transport of total
urban transport (in pkm -not trip)
GHG emissions from transport [tonnes CO2 (eq.)/cap.
per year)
Well-to-wheel GHG emissions by all urban area
passenger and freight transport modes

Business as
Usual 2030
(2040/2050)

Target 2030
(2040/2050)

%

%

%

mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

Pers. (in
thousands)

Pers. (in
thousands)

Pers. (in
thousands)

%

%

%

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

Inspirational example 30. Presentation of main SUMP indicators and targets.
Note: Source, Nagpur Comprehensive Mobility Plan

4.3 Planned and proposed measures
Provide a systematic overview of measures, based on sectoral mobility plans (e.g. on
walking, cycling, public transport, road transport, parking, freight) as well as plans from other
relevant policy areas (e.g. land use, energy, environment, economic development, social
inclusion, health and safety). This list might be structured with regards to:
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•
•
•
•
•

A descriptive title of the measure
A thematic categorization of the measures
An indicator of the effectiveness of the measure
The time-plan and prioritization for the measures
The scope and geographic areas of the measure

4.4 Identification of integrated packages of measures
Present packaging of measures to help overcome barriers to implementing specific
measures and to benefit from synergies and increase their effectiveness. The key to decide
which measures come together in a package is to identify which ones will work well together
or may be needed to make other measures viable. These measure packages are the basis
for the definitions and presentation of the short- and long-term scenarios.
There are different methods to group short- and long-term measures, for example by type of
measure, by acceptability, by objective or challenge, by geography, by costs, and/or by
bundling for external financing (support one clearly defined objective; are implemented in the
same impact area; share the same project owner; have similar implementation periods), or
around bigger projects (such as a new bike network, seeking measures which complement
and reinforce that project).

4.5 Short- and long-term scenarios
Scenarios should help to understand the risks and opportunities related to current trends and
possible changes of circumstances. Alternative scenarios inform about the likely impacts of
different strategic policy directions and help to identify short-term and long-term prioritized
measures.

4.5.1 Business-as-usual-scenario (BAU)
Present the business-as-usual scenario that describes the development forecasted if the
current policy direction is continued and only measures that have already been planned are
implemented.

4.5.2 Alternative sustainability scenarios
Alternative scenarios describe forecasted developments resulting from different strategic
policy priorities (e.g. public transport focus vs. active mobility focus vs. electromobility focus).
Such scenarios show the contributions of different policy directions, helping to define what to
put most emphasis on.
Present at least one (but preferentially several) alternative low carbon scenario with their
defined measures and measure packages for (short-term 2-3 years and the long-term 10-15
year). For harmonized reporting, a very long-term target should be set as year 2050.
Present your building techniques such as modelling, purely qualitative analysis (based on
expert judgement or on past results of policy strategies in your city or in similar urban
contexts), or a combination of both.
Present only main results here and provide detailed information in the annex.
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Inspirational example 31. Example of presenting SUMP short-term measure.
Note: Source, Municipality of Örebrö, 2013

a) Scenarios description:
In the main report, the description of each scenario should take form of an illustrated
executive summary (2 pages of text maximum + illustrations) describing the general rationale
of the scenario, its particularities, the main related assumptions, the related public policies /
measures, the demand and mobility forecasts (modal split, etc;), the main impacts on the
surrounding environment
In appendix, the presentation of each scenario should show:
▪

▪
▪

General assumptions: GDP growth, socio-demographic data, institutional, regulatory
and organisational framework, financial framework, projection of the urban structure
and development, framework for digital mobility;
Assessment of cost and available funds;
Assessment of the GHG emissions.

Further components are:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

Projection of the urban structure and development (long-term and very-long-term)
(might be common to various scenarios)
Assumptions and recommendations on the institutional, regulatory and organisational
framework for urban mobility needed to cope with the scenario rationale, eventually in
link with those for urban development (might be common to various scenarios)
A description of transport infrastructure and transport services supply, including:
o public transport,
o paratransit / intermediate public transport,
o Urban road network…
o New mobility services
A description of the infrastructure, services and facilities for Non-Motorized Transit
(might be common to various scenarios)
A description of urban mobility policies (transport demand management, transitoriented development);
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Projection of the modal split (in number of trips, passenger.km and veh.km;
Analysis of the mobility patterns and an analysis of the mobility demand structure in the
scenarios (origin-destination, trip length, trip purposes, etc.);
Ridership forecast on the public transport main corridors / the whole public transport
network, and traffic on the urban road network;
Analysis of the efficiency of the road / PT networks (passenger/km; veh/km; commercial
speeds, etc.);
A description of the urban freight system;
A description of the policy and framework for digital mobility (might be common to
various scenarios)
An estimation of the CAPEX (capital expenditure) and OPEX (operational expenditure);
A description of the main impacts on the surrounding environment: impact on land-use
and urban development, environmental and social impact, induced economic
development.

Some specific dimensions of the scenarios (for instance, but not necessarily: NMT, gender,
new mobility services, urban freight, institutional and financial arrangements…) might be
common to various or all scenarios and described separately, in a note presenting policy,
institutional, regulations measures, and financial recommendations. In this case, the
scenario will vary mainly on the transport supply and services, transport demand and
physical investment.
b) Traffic forecast modelling results:
If a transport model has been applied, present the model used for the projection of traffic
flows and transport demand.
Describe the main assumptions and results as well as limitations.
In the annex following information should be added:
▪

▪
▪

Description and characteristics the traffic model itself (model structure, model inputs
and outputs, calibration process and results, used software, algorithm / formulas
utilized for calculation),
Main assumptions
The results of the traffic model for the various scenarios, in compliance with the Terms
of Reference.

c) Multi-criteria comparison of scenarios:
In both the short and long term, the various scenarios are compared to the BAU scenario, in
terms of traffic volume, modal split, GHG emissions, trip time, infrastructure costs, etc. The
comparative analysis of the measures proposed under various scenarios should allow
choosing the most effective and, on this basis, formulating an optimal scenario for meeting
the SUMP objectives and the vision desired for the future mobility in the city.
A detailed impact appraisal of the main measures and measure packages is needed at this
stage to avoid unrealistic projects. Confirm innovative ideas and ensure cost-effectiveness,
often using standardised methods such as multi-criteria analysis (MCA) or cost-benefitanalysis (CBA).
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Present results of the comparative analysis of the measures proposed under various
scenarios.
The comparison of the scenarios could include the following aspects:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Technical feasibility: technical choice, availability of the technology, risk (land
acquisition, social acceptability, archaeology, environmental impacts), operability;
Economic feasibility: cost, financial profitability, socio-economic profitability, travel time
savings;
Concrete (estimated) impact on MYC core indicators (see above; GHG emissions
reduction, traffic safety, access to public transport, air pollution, modal split);
Concrete (estimated) investment results on the MYC core indicators (km of sidewalks,
cycle lanes, bus lanes, etc.);
Institutional feasibility: regulatory and institutional frameworks with clear definition of
roles and actors (including level of participation of stakeholders);
Impact on the surrounding environment: impact on land-use and urban development,
environmental and social impact, induced economic development, etc.;
Improvement of social inclusion and promotion of equality of opportunity between
citizens, gender, accessibility to poor or vulnerable areas / populations;
Implementation probability, alignment with national/local policies, alignment with
existing policies and plans, political support.

Inspirational example 32. Example showing different scenarios and their impacts. Note: Source,
Transport for an attractive city, TRAST
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Inspirational example 33. Overview of different scenarios. Note: Source, SUMP Brasov
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Inspirational example 34. Example of effects of scenario modelling in VISUM: Scenario 1 and 2 in
peak hour [change of traffic in (%) Note: Source, SUMP Gdynia
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Inspirational example 35. Comparison of expected outcomes in different scenarios. Note: Source,
SUMP Pristina

Inspirational example 36. Benefit analysis of proposed interventions. Note: Source, Low Carbon
Comprehensive Mobility Plan Vishajhapatnam
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5 Selected scenario and actions
5.1 Selected scenario
The selected scenario should be described in detail:
•

•
•

Provide a cost estimation and the scope of the feasibility studies that are necessary
for the implementation. The environmental and social impact of the measures and, the
need for land acquisition should also be defined.
Other factors such as the ease of implementation, the amount of risks and the degree
of preparedness should be described.
Provide information of the expected impacts of the retained scenario, especially
regarding the selected core indicators.

5.2 Selected measures
The SUMP should encompass a comprehensive set of complementary and mutually
supportive measures. It may include larger and most costly infrastructure measures as well
as packages of smaller and less costly (soft) measures, such transport demand
management, educational, promotional or awareness raising measures.) Not more than
three levels of priority should be considered.
The measures should be described in detail:
•

•

Present a list of prioritised measures broken down into actions for short-term,
medium and long term in an overview table including detailed action descriptions,
costs, legal requirements, expected contribution to objectives, as well as suggested
priorities, responsibilities and timeline.
The description of the measures can be grouped differently, for example by transport
modes, by location and by themes (public transport, non-motorized transport, traffic,
road safety, emissions of GHG, resilience to climate events, etc.) to support the
identification of (financially) feasible integrated packages of measures.

Inspirational example 37. Example of a package of measures to address a local challenge.
Note: Source, STEP-UP FOR INTERMEDIATE CITIES Manual on the integration of measures and measure
packages in a SUMP
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Inspirational example 38. Example of a structure to get an overview of the coverage of different
types of SUMP measures and the balance of internal and external measures. Note: Source, STEP-UP
FOR INTERMEDIATE CITIES Manual on the integration of measures and measure packages in a SUMP
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Inspirational example 39. Presentation of measure areas displayed in pie charts. Note: Source,
STEP-UP FOR INTERMEDIATE CITIES Manual on the integration of measures and measure packages in a
SUMP
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Inspirational example 40. Presentation of planned new infrastructure. Note: Source, Budapest
Transport Development Strategy 2014-2030
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Segregated
cycle
facilities

Marke
d lanes
and
tracks
along
major
urban
streets

Very high
(improve
accessibility
, increase
road safety,
promote
active
travel,
reduce air
and noise
pollution)

Stakeholders
involved

Funding
source

Costs

Resources
needed

Implementati
on period

Actions
within a
measure

Connection to
SUMP targets

Description of
measure

Measure

Basic element 13. Description of selected measures and measure packages in an action table
(Template)

Analysis
of
bicycle
lanes
needed

Year
1:
JanMay

2 traffic
and city
planners

30.000
$+
20% of
fulltime
from
traffic
planner

Municipa
l budget

Bicycle
associations

Develop
a bicycle
network
plan

Year
1:
May
-Dec

4 traffic
and city
planners

40.000
$

Municipa
l budget

Bicycle
associations,
neighbouring
municipalitie
s

Plan and
construc
t bicycle
lanes

Year
2-5

Planners,
developer
s

500$/m

Municipa
l budget
+
national
funding

Construction
companies

Develop
mobility
managemen
t plan
…
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Inspirational example 41. Visualisation of localisation of planned measures under transformation
in Poltava. Note: Source, SUMP Poltava, 2019

5.3 Cost estimates
Present a cost-estimate for the defined actions. The cost estimates shall be refined
compared to the ones provide at scenario stage. Whenever necessary, operational costs or
costs for studies and concept designs should also be defined. If feasibility studies have been
carried out for some projects, the cost estimates in those studies will be updated.
The cost of a realistic and fundable short-term (5 year) priority action plan shall be clearly
identified.
Present actions against their financing needs and revenues in the short, medium, and long
term, including operation, enforcement and maintenance, and any funding shortfalls (total
cost of ownership).
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Basic element 14. Estimation of costs per measure (Template)
Measure
Segregated Cycle
Facilities

Actions within a
measure

Implementation period

Costs

Analysis of bicycle
lanes

Year 1: Jan-May

30.000$ + 20% of
fulltime from traffic
planner

Develop a bicycle
network plan

Year 1: May-Dec

40.000$

Plan and construct
bicycle lanes

Year 2-5

500$/m

Rapid Bus Transit
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Inspirational example 42. Presentation of precise calculation of costs for measures. Note: Source,
Comprehensive mobility plan Nagpur 2018
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5.4 Implementation planning and funding
A thorough financial plan is needed to ensure that the previously identified measures and
actions are economically sound and financially viable.

5.4.1 Funding sources
Present available funding and financing sources as well as the ability of the organisations
involved in your SUMP to access or capture them. Complement this presentation with an
organisational assessment because the financial commitments and capacities of the different
organisations vary, and they have different legal rights and responsibilities related to finance.
Present financing instruments and funding sources for the selected actions beyond local
budget. It should include an inventory all potential funding sources and competing budgetary
needs (by other sectors and/or other cities) in order to present the amounts that would
realistically be available for the urban mobility sector both for investment and operational
expenditures.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local taxes: a special local transport tax for public transport paid by public or private
enterprises, developers;
Revenue funding: tickets, parking fees, city centre pricing, congestion charging,
advertisements;
Private sector involvement in either capital, investment, operations, or a combination
of both. E.g. through public- private partnership arrangements;
Fundraising activities involving appropriate sponsors (but consider compatibility with
marketing strategy);
Local budgets: from different municipalities and different policy domains;
National/regional subsidies and EU funding;
External loans, municipal and green bonds.

For measures that require external financing, present the legally appropriate borrowing entity
and assess the creditworthiness.
Present sources of funding for further detailed feasibility and market studies for larger
investments.
This section may need to be adjusted to consider the particular context of the country and
the city for which the SUMP is being prepared. This is especially relevant for cities, where the
central government is likely to have more control over the city’s finances and donor financing
might be both more important and more uncertain. In that case, three funding options may be
formulated. The availability of financing may also depend on whether main city transport
infrastructure is likely to be financed by the central government as part of a national interurban transport project.

5.4.2 Financing plan
Present a financing plan for all SUMP measures, with indicative sources of funding and
financing and detailed financing plan for priority actions, that contains all projected
expenditures (up-front investment) as well as operation and maintenance costs and related
revenue streams per year, including taxes and contingencies, as well as revenues on an
annual basis for the duration of the financing plan.
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5.4.3 Implementation schedule
Present an implementation schedule and a time-based action plan considering the
availability of funds (in volume and over time) taking into account the sequential stages of
implementation, particularly the time required for feasibility studies, environmental and social
assessments, review and approval of all stakeholders, mobilization of resources,
establishment of specific institutional and legal arrangements if required (as in the case of
public private partnerships), preparation of detailed engineering whenever necessary,
selection of suppliers and contractors, etc.
The implementation schedule and action plan also ascertain what entities will take
responsibility for implementing the various measures in the SUMP (including the preparatory
studies) and what strengthening they may need in order to be able to do so.
Although this plan should cover the entire SUMP period, the plan shall clearly identify a realistic
and fundable short-term (5 year) priority action plan.

Basic element 15. Measure description. Source: PMUS Lorca. Plan de Movilidad Urbana Sostenible,
2017.
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Inspirational example 43. Definition of start and completion of measures. Note: Source, Sustainable
cities through transport, Transport budget proposals for Coimbatore, Madurai, Salem, Tiruppur and
Tiruchirappalli.
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Inspirational example 44. Example of a budgetary framework (Metro Manila MRT3’s Build-LeaseTransfer Agreement). Note: Source, Enhancing the sustainability and inclusiveness of the Metro Manila’s
urban transportation systems: Proposed fare and policy, reforms Mijares et al. (2014)
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Basic element 16. Presentation of costs and financing for every measure. Note: Source, Plan de
movilidad Piura, 139, catalogue of actions, costs and financing (this figure shows 2 of 8 pages)

5.5 Capacity development strategy
This section presents a capacity development for the three levels (people, organisations,
society) to secure the implementation of the SUMP. Capacity development describes a
process by which people, organisations and societies mobilize, adapt and expand their
abilities in order to make their own development sustainable and to adapt to changing
conditions.
The capacity development shall be tailored to the specific needs of the city for the
development and implementation of sustainable urban mobility measures. It shall take into
consideration traditional approaches to capacity development support, such as the transfer of
knowledge and skills through long-term counselling and (online) training, but as well
conferences, study tours triangular and south-south cooperation.

Basic element 17. Capacity Development Strategy. Note: Source: Capacity Development Strategy MobiliseYourCity Africa Community of Practice

To be added as soon as published
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Inspirational example 45. Differentiation of costs/budget for overarching categories. Note: Source,
Plan maestro Metropolitano de la bicicleta del Valle de Aburra
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Inspirational example 46. Example of measures to describe measures and measure packages in
an Implementation Plan. Note: Source, Standards for developing a SUMP Action Plan

6 Monitoring & Reporting
Description of monitoring arrangements (including responsibilities and budget) to assess the
status of measure implementation and target achievement, enabling timely and effective
responses.

2.1

Core indicators

Present
•

•
•

a defined set of core indicators that allow monitoring and evaluation of main measures
with reasonable effort considering available data and limited resources for collection of
new data when selecting indicators
a clear definition, reporting format for each of them, how data is measured, how the
indicator value is calculated from the data, and how often it will be measured.
a baseline value, i.e. a starting value and a target value of desired change

Whenever possible, use standard indicators that are already well defined and where people
know how to measure and analyse them.
The retained core indicators shall encompass at least all MYC standard core indicators.
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2.2

Other indicators

Present indicators beyond core indicators that might be relevant for the city.

2.3

Monitoring management

Present monitoring and evaluation arrangements for all selected indicators, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Methodological requirements for data collection, processing
and assessment
Monitoring frequency
Timeplan by indicator
Monitoring procedures
Responsibilities and stakeholder involved for monitoring
Monitoring and reporting budget
Methodology regarding consolidation of the SUMP indicators into aggregated
indicators at MobiliseYourCity partnership scale

Provide information how to carry out MYC Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Framework
(MER) and MYC MRV (Monitoring-Reporting-Verification) Framework.

mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

Road Safety (number of
traffic fatalities)

Pers.
(in
thousands)

Pers.
(in
thousands)

Modal split (in pkm -not
trip)

%

%

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

Air pollution

GHG emissions from
transport

Responsibil
ity

%

Data
collection/
Monitoring
method

Application
area

Target 2030
(2040/2050)
%

Frequency

Access to public transport

Base line

MYC SUMP
Core
Indicators

Basic element 18. Monitoring (Template)

Data
collected
on daily
basis,
monthly
report

Environmental
department

City

City
centre

Air quality
measuring
station
(PM2.5
and NOX)

Additional Indicators
Commercial speed

km/h

km/h

Mobilised public and
private funding
Others (city specific)
… add as needed
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Inspirational example 47. Monitoring of key performance indicators. Note: Source, SUMP Brasov

7 Appendix
7.1 List of contributors to the SUMP development
Add information required.

7.2 Timetable of SUMP development
Add information required.

7.3 Data collection methods
Add information required.

7.4 Participation summary
Add information required.

7.5 Description of scenarios
Add information required.
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7.6 Long list of potential measures
Add information required.

7.7 Traffic model report
Add information required.

7.8 Data reporting template for monitoring and evaluation
Add information required.

7.9 References
Author(s) (YEAR) Title. Journal/URL.

7.10 Index of Boxes
Add index of Boxes.

7.11 Index of Diagrams
Add index of diagrams.

7.12 Index of Images
Add index of diagrams.

7.13 Index of Tables
Add index of tables.

7.14 Glossary
Explanation of key technical terms.

7.15 Area plans and future development charts
Add relevant information here.
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STANDARD TEMPLATE FOR
SUMP

II.

Cover page
Imprint
Foreword
1 Executive summary
1.1 Background of the SUMP
1.2 Objective and scope
1.3 Methodology
1.4 Document structure
1.5 Key results
1.6 Conclusions and recommendations

2 Process and management structure
2.1 Context of developing the SUMP
2.2 Process overview
a) The SUMP time horizon:
b) The SUMP study area:
c) Team and development process:
Basic element 1. Map of the functional area. Note: Source, Integrated Mobility Plan for
Greater Ahmedabad Region 2031
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2.3 Stakeholder involvement

Basic element 2. Stakeholders and their involvement in the SUMP process (Template). List the
identified stakeholders and identify their level of involvement.

Involvement
in SUMP
process
Strong
involvement

Type of stakeholders
Political
support

Transport network
competence

City mayor

Public transport
company

Medium

Technical
expertise

Public support

University

involvement
Low
involvement

Police

3 Status Quo Analysis
•
•

Description of the institutional, regulatory and financial framework
Presentation of the main transport problems, opportunities, strengths and weaknesses
based of a proper analysis of the data of all transport modes such as the following
aspects:

3.1 Institutional and regulatory framework
a) National policies and regulatory framework:
b) Local policies and regulatory framework:
c) Institutional capacities:
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Basic element 3. Presentation of institutional and regulatory aspects . Note: Source, Lagos (Nigeria)
Non-Motorised Transport Policy

3.2 Financial framework
Budgetary and financial aspects:
Basic element 4. Presentation of projects in the past five years (table above) and of the planned
projects (table below) (Templates).

Project /
Activity
Extension of the
bicycle network

Presentation of projects in the past five years
Implementation Responsibility
Funding source
Cost
period
Municipal budget
2014-2017
City of …
and national
100.000$
funding

…

Project /
Activity

Presentation of planned projects (2-5 years)
Implementation Responsibility
Funding source
period

Cost
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3.3 Planning framework
3.4 Demographic data and urban development
3.5 Mobility and transport
Access to public transport:

Basic element 5. Map of transport infrastructure

If an overall map of transport infrastructure is not available, maps with different transport
aspects can be included (e.g. one map for rail, one map for streets etc.)

3.5.1 Transport infrastructure
a) Inventory of transport infrastructure and transport services supply
b) Indicator on existing sustainable infrastructure
c) Mobility servicesMobility demand and traffic

a) Mobility demand and traffic
b) Modal split
Basic element 6. Spatial analysis of road safety regarding accidents and fatalities

3.5.2

Active Mobility
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3.6 Accessibility
3.7 Road Safety

Basic element 7. Spatial analysis of road safety regarding accidents and fatalities

Detailed analysis on street level only if data is available

Basic element 8. Fatalities over time. Note: Source, Note: Source, Plan de Movilidad Segura de
Medellin 2

014-2020
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3.8 Urban freight
3.9 Social aspects of mobility
3.9.1 Gender and mobility
3.9.2 Other groups with specific mobility needs
3.9.3 Transport poverty
3.9.4 City Liveability

3.10 Environment
3.10.1 Air pollution and GHG emissions data and analysis
3.10.2 Noise

3.11 New solutions for mobility and transport
3.12 Baseline
Basic element 9. Analysis of the status (baseline analysis) of the transport system (Template)

Functions/
Transport
mode

Modal
share

Walking

12%

Cycling

7%

Public
transport
(bus,
tram,
metro,
train etc.)

….

Vehicle
sharing
(car,
bicycle, escooter
etc.)

….

Quality
of infrastructur
e

Safety and
liveability

Environmen
t and health

Poor

Many
accidents
on road
crossings
near
schools

Less and
less pupils
walking to
school

Good

Some bus
stops need
repair

New bus
fleet has
been
installed,
decreased
impact on air
quality

Equitable
accessibility

Status of
measure
implementation

Main
recommend
ations

Some areas
lack walkable
access to
parks and
sports facilities

Low activity.
New “walk to
school”
campaign

Traffic safety
measures
are needed

Reduced fare
for
unemployed,
but infrequent
buses to poor
outskirts

High activity,
public transport
strategy planned
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Private
motorised
transport
(car,
motorcycl
e etc.)
Multimoda
lity (train
station,
interchan
ges)

n/a

Freight

n/a
Traffic
safety
needs to
be
prioritised

ANALYSIS

Basic element 10. MYC SUMP Core Indicators
Please provide the current baseline for each indicator.

MYC SUMP Core Indicators
Access to public transport (in %)
Proportion of the population living within 500 meters or less of a
public transport stop with a minimum 20 minutes service at peak hour,
or have access to a shared mobility system with comparable service
for money
Air pollution
Mean urban air pollution of particulate matter (in mg PM2.5) at roadbased monitoring stations
Road safety
Fatalities by all transport accidents in the urban area on a yearly
basis. As defined by the WHO, a death counts as related to a traffic
accident if it occurs within 30 days after the accident)
Modal split
Share of public and non-motorised transport of total urban transport
(in pkm -not trip)
GHG emissions from transport [tonnes CO2 (eq.)/cap. per year)
Well-to-wheel GHG emissions by all urban area passenger and
freight transport modes

Baseline

Additional Indicators

Base line

Commercial speed
Average speed of a mode of transport between the two terminals,
including all operational stops
Mobilised public and private funding

%

mg PM2.5

Pers. (in
thousands)
%

MtCO2e
per year

km/h

Others (city specific)
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4 Vision and objectives
4.1 Vision
4.2 Objectives, targets and indicators
Basic element 11. SUMP strategic indicators and targets (Template)
Indicators

Access to public transport
Proportion of the population living within 500 meters or
less of a public transport stop with a minimum 20 minutes
service at peak hour, or have access to a shared mobility
system with comparable service for money
Air pollution
Mean urban air pollution of particulate matter (in mg
PM2.5) at road-based monitoring stations
Road safety
Fatalities by all transport accidents in the urban area on a
yearly basis. As defined by the WHO, a death counts as
related to a traffic accident if it occurs within 30 days after
the accident)
Modal split
Share of public and non-motorised transport of total
urban transport (in pkm -not trip)
GHG emissions from transport [tonnes CO2 (eq.)/cap.
per year)
Well-to-wheel GHG emissions by all urban area
passenger and freight transport modes

Baseline

Business as
Usual 2030
(2040/2050)

Target 2030
(2040/2050)

%

%

%

mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

Pers. (in
thousands)

Pers. (in
thousands)

Pers. (in
thousands)

%

%

%

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

4.3 Planned and proposed measures
4.4 identification of integrated packages of measures
4.5 Short- and long-term scenarios
4.5.1 Business-as-usual scenario (BAU)
4.5.2 Alternative sustainability scenarios
a) Scenarios description:
b) Traffic forecast modelling results:
c) Multi-criteria comparison of scenarios:

5 Selected scenario and actions
5.1 Selected scenario
5.2 Selected measures
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Stakeholder
s involved
14

Funding
source

Costs

Implementat
ion period
10

Resources
needed

Actions
within a
measure
9

13

Very high
(improve
accessibili
ty,
increase
road
safety,
promote
active
travel,
reduce air
and noise
pollution)

12

Marked
lanes and
tracks
along
major
urban
streets

11

Segregate
d cycle
facilities

8

7

6

Measure

Description
of measure

Connection
to SUMP
targets

Basic element 12 Description of selected measures and measure packages in an action table
(Template)

Analysi
s of
bicycle
lanes
needed

Year 1:
JanMay

2 traffic
and city
planners

30.000$
+ 20% of
fulltime
from
traffic
planner

Municipal
budget

Bicycle
association
s

Develo
pa
bicycle
networ
k plan

Year 1:
MayDec

4 traffic
and city
planners

40.000$

Municipal
budget

Bicycle
association
s,
neighbouri
ng
municipaliti
es

Plan
and
constru
ct
bicycle
lanes

Year 25

Planners,
develope
rs

500$/m

Municipal
budget +
national
funding

Constructio
n
companies

Develop
mobility
manageme
nt plan
…

5.3 Cost estimates
Basic element 13. Estimation of costs per measure (Template)

Measure
Segregated Cycle
Facilities

Actions within a
measure

Implementation period

Costs

Analysis of bicycle
lanes

Year 1: Jan-May

30.000$ + 20% of
fulltime from traffic
planner

Develop a bicycle
network plan

Year 1: May-Dec

40.000$

Plan and construct
bicycle lanes

Year 2-5

500$/m

Rapid Bus Transit
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5.4 Implementation planning and funding
5.4.1 Funding sources
5.4.2 Financing plan
5.4.3 Implementation schedule

Basic element 14. Measure description., 2017.

Source: PMUS Lorca. Plan de Movilidad Urbana Sostenible movilidad Piura, 139, catalogue of actions,
costs and financing (this figure shows 2 of 8 pages)
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Basic element 15. Presentation of costs and financing for every measure. Note: Source, Plan de
movilidad Piura, 139, catalogue of actions, costs and financing (this figure shows 2 of 8 pages)

Capacity development strategy

Basic element 19. Capacity Development Strategy. Note: Source: Capacity Development Strategy MobiliseYourCity Africa Community of Practice

To be added as soon as published

6. Monitoring & Reporting
6.1 Core indicators
6.2 Other indicators
6.3 Monitoring management

Basic element 20. Monitoring (Template)
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mg PM2.5

mg PM2.5

Road Safety (number of
traffic fatalities)

Pers.
(in
thousands)

Pers.
(in
thousands)

Modal split (in pkm -not
trip)

%

%

MtCO2e
per year

MtCO2e
per year

Air pollution

GHG emissions from
transport

Responsibil
ity

%

Frequency

%

Data
collection/
Monitoring
method

Application
area

Target 2030
(2040/2050)

Base line

MYC SUMP
Core
Indicators
Access to public transport

Data
collected
on daily
basis,
monthly
report

Environmental
department

City

City
centre

Air quality
measuring
station
(PM2.5
and NOX)

Additional Indicators
Commercial speed

km/h

km/h

Mobilised public and
private funding
Others (city specific)
… add as needed
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7. Appendix
7.1 List of contributors to the SUMP development
7.2 Timetable of SUMP development
7.3 Data collection methods
7.4 Participation summary
7.5 Description of scenarios
7.6 Long list of potential measures
7.7 Traffic model report
7.8 Data reporting timetable
7.9 References
7.10

Index of Boxes

7.11

Index of Diagrams

7.12

Index of Images

7.13

Index of Tables

7.14

Glossary

7.15

Area plans and future development charts

.
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